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About This Game

The story of Season Match starts when the Snow Queen has her magic mirror broken, and decides to make cold winter stay
forever in the fairy-land. You will set out on a legendary journey to find the pieces of the broken mirror, put them together and

beat the Snow Queen.

Four seasons

Over 250 missions

Fantastic characters

Easy-to-Play for all ages
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Learn-as-you-play tutorial

Awesome music
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Title: Season Match
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
URSE Games
Publisher:
Buka Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Nov, 2007

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 1.5 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 800 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Russian
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Excelent game, really amazed by you guys. I saw your interview in "TOKEN PODCAST", That's how I found this game. The
only thing I haven't liked so far is the fact that the text of the dialogue boxes cuts off when the button "E" appears and you can't
read the whole thing, which are really entretaining.

THANK YOU!. This game is truly excellent. As to be expected of a choose-your-adventure game, there's a multitude of
options: but they're gripping, well played out, and genuinely change the course of the story. Your skills and relationships
influence the plot as well; they're not superfluous percentages that have no bearing on your gameplay.

As should be the case, what I loved most was the /story/. The excitement of battle, the attention to detail, the complicated
politics -- all very well done. The writing is very good.

What initially tipped the scales for me to buy the game was the fact that it offered not just an option for the MC to be queer, but
ALSO gave you the chance to be poly, AND gave you the chance to be trans or nonbinary (or trans nonbinary). Like, damn.
What game does that? Those features were crucial to my engagement wit the game, though I do wish my gender identity had
been mentioned/acknowledged a bit more.

Overall, yeah, strongly recommend Choice of the Pirate. You can be a poly gay trans pirate queen and honestly isn't that what all
of us want?. An amazing follow-up story to the first one. I'm already extremely eager for the next one. The VERSUS series has
easily been my favorite of anything to come out of Choice of Games. I would easily give this another 10\/10.. As a big Neil
Gaiman fan, I was eager to try this game. What could go wrong, I said to myself the day we bought the Steam key. I didn't
realise that the author of Coraline and The Graveyard Book could be involved in such a broken, easy, repetitive game!
I played this for an hour and completed three chapters out of five, I sat through the same levels and did the same thing for one
hour. ONE HOUR! That is enough to drive someone mad. 3/10.. This is far from a remake.
It's just a filter applied by the ScummVM that you could also do yourself with the old game.
The new menu is just cosmetic and did not even fully replace the old save mechanism (with the postcard).
Also it is almost not playable since the mouse cursor is constantly jumping to random places when you move the mouse.
I was really looking forward to a remake of this game but I'm deeply disappointed.
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It's a great game and feels amazing when it's going well, but the completely random enemy spawns hold it back. Sometimes
there are several unavoidable enemies right outside your spawn, and sometimes there are zero. Sometimes you're forced into a
tight corridor with multiple enemies ahead of you shooting, and absolutely no way to defend yourself. I've found that these
situations are near impossible to deal with, and it ultimately comes down to RNG. Also, the random enemy spawns keep the
player from learning enemy patterns and planning out routes. As fun as the game is, this one thing has made it incredibly
frustrating at times. However, it's still worth a play, if you have fifteen bucks you don't need.. The game check authenticity
through your interenet connection every few minutes. It often fails because the games server is overloaded and you are forced to
exit the game and lose the progress so far. They need to fix their server capavity.. quot;Avoid this game. It is unplayable in its
current state, and contrary to recent communication from the developer, no update seems to be forthcoming."

I completely agree with the below comment, this game is terrible at the moment, don't waste your money.

STEAM: PLEASE TAKE THIS GAME DOWN!. I'd like to play this, but servers are always empty :\. A fun shooting game
with a cast of memorable characters (with japanese voice-acting) and a reasonable amount of challenge. Gameplay uses a
shields-mechanic rather than a single-hit to kill you. It's fairly long for a shooting game with 12 stages. Story is pretty long and
incomprehensible unless you stop to read the long exposition. However it has some similarities to Aim for the Top: Gunbuster in
themes.. It is very well done, with nice animations and decent sound. I find it a bit too frustrating at times, but if you like a
challenge, it's worth a shot.

. enjoy playing co-op mode with your friends for 15 minutes before the game crashes!. awesome indie game, really nostalgic it
reminds me to silent bomber and metal gear of ps1.
the story plot its interesting I can count only with my fingers video games that deals with real sci-fi concepts.

Good AI, awesome graphics, sound fx and music.

the game feels good, the stealth even better, rewarding and some times punishing but the checkpoints are well placed so you
never feel like loosing progress, limit of dash make you improve as gamer since dash time its small but its fair enough to push
the player response to achieve his goals. I believe speed runners could take advantage of some fast movements and quick buttons
combinations.

the mentor in the game to me looks like "bo rai cho" from MK but with style and awesome voice, btw voices are great.

narrative can improve a little, some empathy with the main character at the beginning would be cool.

9\/10
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